
Olympiad Solutions for problems 

 

 Problem 1 

 

a) Butterfly spread 

 

Position S<X1 X1<S<X2 X2<S<X3 X3<S 

Long call X1 0 S-X1 S-X1 S-X1 
Short 2 calls X2 0 0 -2(S-X2) -2(S-X2) 
Long call X3 0 0 0 S-X3 

Total 0 S-X1 2X2-X1-S (X2-X1)-(X3-X2)=0 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Payoff 

X2- X1 

ST X2 X3 X1 



 

b) Vertical combination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Position S<X1 X1<S<X2 S>X2 

Long call X2 0 0 S-X2 
Long put X1 X1-S 0 0 

Total X1-S 0 S-X2 

    

Payoff 

X1 

X2 X1 ST 
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Problem 3 

 

Problem 4 

a) The value marginal product of labor in both industries must be equal to wage: 
pGMPLG=w=pRMPLR. Using the standard formulas for the MPL, we obtain  
0.5×80.5LG

-0.5=w=80.5LR
-0.5. By combining this with LG+LR=40, we obtain LG=8, LR=32, w=0.5. The 

outputs are qG= K0.5LG
0.5=8, qR= T0.5LR

0.5=16. The returns to other factors are r=0.5×K-0.5LG
0.5=0.5 

for capital and s=0.5×T-0.5LR
0.5=2 for land. 

b) The national GDP is (production method) pGqG+pRqR=40. Given Leontief preferences, consumers 
buy guns and roses in bundles; the cost of each bundle is pG+pR=3. Therefore, the total number 
of bundles (also total consumption of each good) is 40/3. Since 40/3>8 (supply of guns), the 
guns are imported with the import quantity 40/3-8=16/3. The worker aggregate welfare is total 
labor income divided by the bundle cost, WL=w×L/(pG+pR)=20/3. Likewise, WK=r×K/(pG+pR)=4/3 
and WT=s×T/(pG+pR)=16/3. 

c) Labor market clearance: 0.5(1+t)×80.5LG
-0.5=w=80.5LR

-0.5; LG+LR=40. Solution: LG=40(1+t)2/(4+(1+t)2); 
LR=160/(4+(1+t)2); qG=8(1+t)50.5(4+(1+t)2)-0.5; qR=16×50.5(4+(1+t)2)-0.5. Factor prices: w=20-

0.5(4+(1+t)2)0.5; r=(1+t)250.5/2(4+(1+t)2)-0.5; s=2×50.5(4+(1+t)2)-0.5. The total welfare of all groups is 
equal to GDP in domestic prices divided by the cost of the bundle, 
W=WL+WK+WT=((1+t)qG+2qR)/(1+t+2)=8×50.5(4+(1+t)2)0.5/(3+t). This welfare is divided between 
groups proportionately to their income: WL=w×L/(w×L+r×K+s×T)×W=4×50.5(4+(1+t)2)0.5/(3+t). 



Likewise, WK=r×K/(w×L+r×K+s×T)×W=4×50.5(1+t)2(4+(1+t)2)-0.5/(3+t); 
WT=s×T/(w×L+r×K+s×T)×W=16×50.5(4+(1+t)2)-0.5/(3+t). 

d) The quantity of guns demanded is numerically equal to W, while the supply is given by qG. The 
prohibitive tariff is such that the two are equal to each other, which is true when t=1. 

e) By differentiating (logs of) WL, WK, WT, W with respect to t, one can show that WK is rising on 
[0,1] while others are decreasing. Therefore, the optimum tariff is t=0. 

 

Problem 5 

a) Ann has to do Bayesian updating of her prior on having picked 2 aces (1 of 6 combinations, so 1/6) 

after Bob's signal "you picked the ace of y" (y=hearts,diamonds). Without loss of generality, let's focus 

on the signal "you picked the ace of hearts". Since Bob cannot lie, this signal can come from 3 

combinations: ace of hearts with any of the other 3 cards. Each of the 2 combinations with a 

jack generates the signal with probability 1. The combination with the other ace generates the signal 

with probability 1/2. Therefore, by Bayes rule, the probability that the signal comes from the last 

combination is the probability of its realization (1/6) times the consequent probability of generating the 

signal (1/2), divided by the total probability of receiving the signal (the sum of probabilities of receiving 

the signal from the three combinations (1/6+1/6+1/12). The result is 1/5, so Ann is willing to bet only if x 

(the amount of euros put by Bob in the pot) is at least 5. 

b) As a monopolist, the optimal price for the first firm is 9 (MC=8=10-2D=MR, D=1, P=9). Since at this 

price the second firm would make negative profits by producing, it produces zero and the first firm 

actually behaves as a monopolist. 




